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Over 6 years of experience as an Assistant Floor Manager. Effectively communicate 
with the public due to the training in straightforward communication training. Being a
versatile team player that was able to multi-task effectively.

EXPERIENCE

Assistant Floor Manager III
ABC Corporation - NOVEMBER 2004 – JANUARY 2005

 Ensured that the front end of the store and all cashiers were proficient
and moving customers through the checkout process in a friendly and
timely manner.

 Made cashers break schedules, and that all cashiers took breaks 
timely and accordingly.

 Closed and opened procedures such as safe counts, deposits, and 
ensured all paperwork was done and accurate.

 Balanced all cash drawers at the end of cashiers shifts, ensuring 
accuracy.

 Answered any questions or concerns, and customers returns and 
exchanges.

 Ensured all price modifications and SKU changes done with accuracy.
 Built and breaking down displays and furniture in a timely safe 

manner.

Assistant Floor Manager 
Delta Corporation - 2003 – 2004

 Customer Assistance, including complaints and requests Trained new 
employees on computerized registers and store policies Prepared and
maintained.

 Maintain a positive presence in the store Perform loss prevention 
efforts.

 Assisted in daily business planning and scheduling Monthly inventory 
of all finished and unfinished products Overseeing of assembly, 
testing.

 Accurately entered brokerage trades into the national Mercantile 
Exchange database, balanced and cleared all trades, served as a 
Mercantile Exchange.

 Count down registers make sure every team member floor apperance
was up to customer code stcked customer service training order 
product closing.

 Prepare scripts for the Tele Marketers, prepare balance sheets to 
generate report for clients, send out bills to customer for clients, 
order supplies.
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 El Paso, TX - Assisted in the execution of daily business including Cash
handling and reconciling balances, Preparing bank statements, 
Customer.

EDUCATION

 Diploma in Reno, Nevada - (Truckee Meadows Community College - 
Great Falls, MT)

SKILLS

Courtesy, Passionate, Furnishing, Friendliness.
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